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pro-regenerative, anticancer, and apoptotic regulators 
and a youthful profile of myeloid/lymphoid mark-
ers in circulating cells, which have reduced cellular 
senescence and lower DNA damage. Mechanistically, 
the circulatory regulators of the JAK-STAT, MAPK, 
TGF-beta, NF-κB, and Toll-like receptor signaling 
pathways become more youthfully balanced through 
normalization of TLR4, which we define as a nodal 
point of this molecular rejuvenation. The significance 
of our findings is confirmed through big-data gene 
expression studies.

Keywords Aging · Rejuvenation · Plasmapheresis · 
Proteomics · Lymphoid/myeloid markers · Biological 
noise

Introduction

Aging elevates the risk of tissue degeneration and 
metabolic pathologies, perturbs molecular and cel-
lular homeostasis, and leads to global and multiple 
loss of organ functions [1, 2]. The United Nations 
reported that life expectancy for the world’s popu-
lation will reach approximately 77.1  years by 2050, 
and the number of people above age 80 is expected 
to triple from 143 million in 2019 to 426 million by 
2025 [3]. Our aging world is projected to become 
socio-economically unsustainable. Thus, it becomes 
essential to better understand the process of aging and 

Abstract This work extrapolates to humans the pre-
vious animal studies on blood heterochronicity and 
establishes a novel direct measurement of biological 
age. Our results support the hypothesis that, similar to 
mice, human aging is driven by age-imposed systemic 
molecular excess, the attenuation of which reverses 
biological age, defined in our work as a deregulation 
(noise) of 10 novel protein biomarkers. The results 
on biological age are strongly supported by the data, 
which demonstrates that rounds of therapeutic plasma 
exchange (TPE) promote a global shift to a younger 
systemic proteome, including youthfully restored 
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to translate experimentally proven rejuvenative strate-
gies to the clinic.

The deregulation of the immune system with age 
eventually leads to chronic inflammation, also known 

as inflammaging [4]. An increase in inflammation is 
found even in relatively healthy older individuals [4, 
5]. Aging of the immune system is also characterized 
by alterations in the self-renewal and differentiation 
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of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), where myeloid 
blood cells accumulate at the expense of lymphoid 
cells [6–8]. This causes the impairment of adaptive 
immunity in older individuals, reducing their ability 
to combat novel infections and eliminate oncogeni-
cally transformed cells. Of note, myeloid skewing 
increases the risks of age-associated myeloid leuke-
mias in the old, as opposed to pediatric leukemias, 
which are primarily lymphoid-derived [6, 9]. The 
many alterations of the immune system with age [10] 
manifest in the peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) including NK cells [11], macrophages [12], 
and lymphoid lineages [13].

Considering these systemically propagated, age-
imposed changes, it is not surprising that blood shar-
ing between young and old mice has rapid and robust 
pro-geronic and rejuvenative influences [14, 15]. 
Interestingly, the procedure of small animal plasma 
exchange to dilute the circulating factors in plasma 
effectively reset the age-elevated systemic proteome 
and restored youthful healthy maintenance and repair 
of muscle, liver, and brain, without any added young 
blood, young plasma, or young factors [15–17].

For people, plasma dilution is known as plasma-
pheresis or therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE); it 
replaces a patient’s plasma with saline and purified 
albumin. The blood cells are returned to the patient so 
that while the cell profile does not change, the circu-
lating blood proteins are diluted, including cytokines, 
autoreactive antibodies or toxins, and such pathogenic 
determinants of specific disorders [18]. Although its 
full therapeutic benefits are still being discovered, 
TPE is one of the treatments for autoimmune and 

neurological diseases such as myasthenia gravis, Alz-
heimer’s disease, and Guillain–Barre syndrome [19, 
20]. Moreover, TPE has the capacity to relieve the 
symptoms of long-haul COVID-19, including pre-
vention of pneumonia, reduction of “brain fog,” and 
attenuation of the cytokine storm and hyper-inflam-
mation [21–23].

Here, we followed the effects of a miniaturized 
TPE in mice and of pilot studies of TPE with 3 human 
patients [16, 17] by studying the longitudinal effects 
of rounds of TPE on hallmarks of systemic aging. 
The results demonstrate significant and lasting reju-
venation of both humoral and cellular blood compart-
ments in people who underwent repeated plasmapher-
esis. The rejuvenative changes are not limited to a 
reduction of inflammaging but encompass diminished 
circulatory protein markers of neurodegeneration and 
cancer, as well as reduced senescence, lower DNA 
damage, and improved myeloid/lymphoid homeosta-
sis. Mechanistically, these and previously reported 
positive effects of TPE become better understood 
through longitudinal comparative proteomics of the 
blood plasma, demonstrating a youthful recalibration 
of the canonical signaling pathways, broadly regulat-
ing tissue health, and interacting through the node of 
TPR-4. Lastly, a novel application of Levene’s test to 
profile the noise of the systemic proteome uncovered 
several proteins: new biomarkers that collectively 
quantify a person’s biological age, removing a need 
for predictions.

Results

Rounds of TPE diminish DNA damage and 
senescence of PBMCs

To investigate the effect of TPE, we examined blood 
samples before and after rounds of this clinical 
procedure (Fig.  1A and Supplementary Fig.  1). 
The samples were de-identified and used as per the 
approved IRB (see “Materials and methods”). Each 
sample was separated into plasma/serum and cells, as 
published [21]. Our focus was on assaying the effects 
of TPE rounds on such hallmarks of aging, as DNA 
damage and cellular senescence. Samples 1, 2, 4, 6, 
7, and 8 were from old individuals (77, 67, 72, 68, 
60, and 72 years of age), while samples 3 and 5 were 

Fig. 1  The remodeling effect of TPE treatment on aged 
blood. A Schematic depicting the study; R0 is before TPE, 
R1 is 1  month afterwards and before the next round of TPE, 
and so on. B. Changes in 8-OHdG levels after TPE. S is the 
subject or patient number. Oxidative DNA damage gradually 
decreases and becomes statistically lower by the last round, in 
all patients. 8-OHdG ELISA was performed on each sample in 
triplicates. C TPE decreases p16 levels in PBMCs of old and 
middle-aged people, as assayed by qRT-PCR. D TPE upregu-
lates the markers of lymphoid genes (T cells, B cells, NK cells) 
in old PBMCs. E The lymphoid:myeloid ratio is increased by 
the rounds of TPE. The myeloid:NK ratio is downregulated by 
TPE. The ratios of lymphoid:CD68 and NK:CD68 are elevated 
by the rounds of TPE. These data show a rejuvenation of the 
lymphoid/myeloid balance, suggesting an improved capacity 
for productive immune responses. Each gene profiling is per-
formed by qRT-PCR in 3 replicates for each sample. *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ns = not significant

◂
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from middle-aged people (46 and 52  years of age) 
(Supplementary Table 1).

DNA damage can be caused by exogenous and 
endogenous sources, exemplified by X-rays, UV, and 
ROS [24, 25]. Accumulated DNA damage triggers 
genetic aberrations, senescence [26], and loss of cell 
function and leads to age-related diseases [24].

Oxidative DNA damage was assayed in PBMCs 
with the 8OH-dg kit (IT7974, G-Biosciences) 
(Fig.  1B). The relative level of 8-OHdG was high 
before TPE, and although there is a difference in 
the fold change among the samples, the DNA dam-
age was significantly decreased by the rounds of TPE 
(Fig. 1B).

For assaying senescence, messenger RNA 
(mRNA) was isolated from the PBMCs and profiled 
with qRT-PCR for p16, using GAPDH as the control 
(Fig.  1C). Expression of the p16 senescence marker 
was high in the PBMCs before TPE and was reduced 
by subsequent rounds of TPE (Fig. 1C).

Tumor-related genes were also profiled by qRT-
PCR on PBMCs. There was no significant change in 
the expression of c-Myc, a known oncogene, while 
the expression of tumor suppressor genes such as 
P21 and p53 increased after TPE treatment in most 
patients (Supplementary Fig. 2).

These results demonstrate that repetitive plasma-
pheresis reduces the markers of senescence and DNA 
damage in human PBMCs.

Rounds of TPE gradually restore youthful lymphoid/
myeloid markers to old PBMCs

To determine the effects of repeated TPE on the 
age-imposed myeloid skewing, we performed qRT-
PCR on the gene expression pattern that reflects the 
lymphoid cell fates and macrophage-linked inflam-
maging (Fig. 1D). Lymphoid and natural killer cells 
decrease with aging, while macrophages, and particu-
larly inflammatory CD68 + macrophages, increase 
[11, 26–28], explaining the age-related deficiency in 
combatting viral infections and the tendency to easily 
develop hyper-inflammation [27].

As shown in Fig.  1D and E, rounds of TPE 
increased the CD3, CD4, and CD8 markers in 
PBMCs. For the B cell markers, there was a large 
sample-specific range, but CD19 and B220 were 
generally induced by the rounds of TPE (Fig.  1D, 
E). CD94, a NK cell–specific marker, was low in the 

old PBMCs, but rebounded after the rounds of TPE 
(Fig. 1D, E).

Further suggesting a rejuvenation of the leukocyte 
subsets, the expression of macrophage-specific mark-
ers, CD11b and CD68, was generally reduced by the 
rounds of TPE (Fig. 1D, E). Interestingly, these tran-
sitions were clearly longitudinal and gradual, becom-
ing more statistically significant with more rounds of 
the procedure and stably improving overall for several 
months. And importantly, the positive effects of TPE 
were maintained for at least 1 month, the time from 
one round to another. In agreement with the increase 
in lymphoid gene markers and diminished inflam-
matory markers, the ratios of lymphoid to myeloid 
markers showed a sharp increase through the rounds 
of TPE, suggesting that this procedure re-balances 
adaptive immunity and that it diminishes the cellu-
lar signatures of inflammation (Fig. 1E). In addition 
to the net change in the lymphoid/myeloid markers, 
which is shown in Fig. 1D and E, the direct compari-
son between the R0 and Rlast rounds for each marker 
is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.

These results demonstrate that repetitive TPE 
diminishes the pro-inflammatory leukocyte skew-
ing and upregulates the lymphoid markers of old and 
middle-aged human PBMCs.

Stable and significant longitudinal rejuvenation of 
systemic proteome by TPE

Next, we profiled the serum samples from young and 
old control donors (young, 28–32  years of age; old 
70–79 years of age, Supplementary Table 1) and the 
longitudinal samples from TPE patients, using Ray-
Biotech antibody arrays (Fig.  2A and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4A). Out of 507 proteins, 72 proteins were 
significantly different in their levels between the old 
and the young groups (> 1.75 fold change, p < 0.05). 
These 72 proteins were analyzed further in the longi-
tudinal TPE datasets by heat mapping, which revealed 
a gradual rejuvenation of the age-specific systemic 
proteome by subsequent rounds of TPE (Fig. 2B and 
Supplementary Fig.  4B). PCA confirmed that each 
R0 proteome (before the first TPE) was closer to the 
old control group than to the young control group and 
shifted from the old toward the young group with the 
rounds of TPE (Fig. 2C).

The Gene Ontology (GO) analysis through DAVID 
(version 6.8, https:// david. ncifc rf. gov) with the 72 

https://david.ncifcrf.gov
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Fig. 2  Proteomic profiling of TPE serum using antibody array. 
A Schematic of the study. B Heat mapping of the 72 proteins 
that are significantly different (> 1.75 fold change) between 
the young and the old cohorts. C Principal component analysis 
(PCA) of the antibody array data of the young, old, and TPE 
groups for all rounds. Young, N = 5; old, N = 5; TPE, N = 8 
(e.g., 8 patients in each TPE round). Arrow tails are R0, and 

heads are the last round for each group. D The top 30 Gene 
Ontology terms of biological processes. E The heat map of 
inflammatory response protein levels (p = 4.10E − 14). F The 
heat map of apoptosis protein levels (p = 3.60E − 07). Most 
proteins in the three different terms were close to old before 
TPE treatment and became close to the young group over 
monthly rounds of TPE
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selected proteins revealed that 226 terms were in bio-
logical processes (BPs), 29 terms were related to cel-
lular components, and 40 groups belonged to molecu-
lar functions (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 5).

With respect to BPs, the top 30 GO terms are 
presented in Fig.  2D and Supplementary Fig.  5, 
and many of these participate in signal transduction 
(p = 1.50E − 17); regulate the inflammatory response 
(p = 4.10E − 14); positively regulate the ERK/ERK2 
cascade (p = 5.50E − 14) and the cytokine-mediated 
signaling pathways (p = 4.00E − 13); positively regu-
late the cell proliferation (p = 5.20E − 10), chemokine-
mediated signaling pathways (p = 5.40E − 09), 
immune response (p = 1.20E − 08), and chemotaxis 
(p = 5.00E − 06); and negatively regulate the apop-
totic process (p = 3.60E − 07).

The inflammatory response is both an essential 
defensive system and a hallmark of age-related dys-
functions [29]. We identified 19 proteins which were 
upregulated before the first TPE treatment or in the 
control old group, as compared to the young group 
(Fig. 2E). Notably, many of these proteins, including 
CCL20, CCL25, MIF, TLR3, TLR4, IL-2RA, and 
IL-16, were gradually downregulated by the rounds 
of TPE, with the expression levels measured just 
before the final round being close to the young levels 
(Fig. 2E).

Some difference in the levels of specific proteins 
was observed within the old cohort and between the 
old and TPE R0 cohorts, which could be explained, 
for example, by the differences in the ages, lifestyles, 
genetics, etc., parameters of the donors of commercial 
blood samples and those who were undergoing the 
TPE (Fig. 2E).

We also determined whether repetitive TPE may 
regulate the complement system including C3 and 
C1q, which play a key role in immune responses and 
also participate in non-immune crosstalks of cell–cell 
signaling pathways [30–32]. When we examined 15 
commercial human serum samples across young 
(21–26), middle (46–52), and old (70–74) ages, we 
found that C1q and C3 levels were significantly ele-
vated with age (Supplementary Fig.  6A). Mean lev-
els of C3 and C1q complement proteins were signifi-
cantly reduced by roughly half immediately following 
a TPE procedure, as expected from the immediate 
dilution of plasma, but on average, they returned to 
the initial levels by the next round ~ 1  month later. 
Even three TPE rounds had no significant lasting 

effects on the serum levels of C3 or C1q (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6B and C).

Lastly, we analyzed the systemic regulators of 
apoptosis. Apoptosis plays an important role in 
immune responses and tissue homeostasis [33, 34]. 
However, with advancing age, resistance to apopto-
sis is increased through an enhanced negative loop 
of anti-apoptotic signaling, leading to senescence, 
inflammation, fibrosis, and a propensity for cancer 
[35–37]. In our BP analysis, 13 proteins were related 
to the negative regulation of apoptosis and the levels 
of these proteins were higher in the old group than 
in the young (Fig. 2F) [35–37]. Consistent with bet-
ter tissue homeostasis, the levels of these apoptotic 
inhibitors diminished over rounds of TPE, becoming 
closer to the young cohort (Fig. 2F).

Therefore, rounds of TPE gradually reset the cir-
culating protein markers of key cellular responses to 
their younger levels.

Pathway interaction String analysis defines the 
rejuvenation interactome

Although TPE treatment has been in clinic for dec-
ades, its impact on the process of aging and spe-
cifically the links to rejuvenation remain unstudied. 
To address this limitation, we first applied Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
pathway bioinformatics analysis to the dataset of 
our comparative proteomics. Forty-three path-
ways were identified including cytokine–cytokine 
receptor interaction (p = 1.60E − 28), rheuma-
toid arthritis (p = 6.80E − 06), pathways in cancer 
(p = 9.30E − 06), intestinal immune network for IgA 
production (p = 3.50E − 05), JAK-STAT signaling 
pathway (p = 2.40E − 04), MAPK signaling path-
way (p = 4.00E − 04), TGF-beta signaling pathway 
(p = 7.80E − 04), Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 
(p = 1.20E − 03), and nuclear factor (NF)-κB signal-
ing pathway (p = 5.80E − 03) (Fig. 3A).

Interestingly, we also found KEGG terms related 
to cancer (Fig.  3B), e.g., a disease with a well-
known age-elevated risk [38]. There are many 
reasons as to why cancers occur more frequently 
with aging, including the decline in productive 
immune responses, inflammation, the overall aging 
of immune cells [38], and the accumulation of 
senescent cells [39]. In agreement with the age-
related etiology of cancers, most KEGG cancer 
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Fig. 3  Profiling-relevant mechanisms of TPE using selected 
72 proteins. A Top 30 KEGG pathways. B Heat map with 
designations of the key functions of the groups of proteins. C 
The protein–protein interaction (PPI) network analysis of the 
canonical signaling pathways identifies TLR4 as the crosstalk 

node. D The PPI network analysis of the pathways in cancer 
identifies six designated nodal points of their interaction. E 
TLR4 gene expression levels in 349 young vs. old individuals 
(120.5 vs. 162.9, *p < 0.05). Nyoung = 181, N.old = 168
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terms, including pancreatic cancer, and proteogly-
cans in cancer were upregulated in the control old 
groups, as compared to the control young group 
(Fig. 3B). Notably, these excessive cancer pathway 
proteins were downregulated by the rounds of TPE 
(Fig. 3B).

Based on the broad multitissue rejuvenation by the 
old plasma dilution, we noted those pathways among 
the 43, which are known to be altered with aging in 
ways that interfere with the maintenance and repair 
of multiple tissues: the JAK-STAT [40], MAPK/
ERK1/2 [41], TGF-beta [35], NF-κB [42], and Toll-
like receptor signaling [43] (Fig. 3B and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7).

To analyze the pathway interactions and the cross-
talks between key proteins, we used a protein–protein 
interaction (PPI) network, the String [44] (Fig.  3C, 
D). The String consists of known and predicted PPIs 
including physical and functional associations from 
many data sources spanning more than 14,000 organ-
isms [44, 45]. Moreover, String allows the display 
of various functional studies simultaneously with 
PPIs including GO, KEGG, and InterPro, facilitating 
the search for nodal proteins [44, 45]. With selected 
72 proteins, PPI enrichment p values were less than 
1.0E − 16, demonstrating that their interactions were 
significantly meaningful (Fig. 3C, D).

Through String analysis, we found that only one 
protein (TLR4) was linked to all the age-specific 
TPE-rejuvenated networks (Fig.  3C). Notably, the 
levels of TLR4 protein were significantly decreased 
after TPE, as compared to before this procedure 
(Supplementary Fig.  8). In addition, String pathway 
interaction analysis identified six proteins (TGFBR2, 
TGFA, FGF21, SMAD4, TGFBR1, and FZD3) that 
were at the intersection of the cancer-associated path-
ways and, importantly, which were restored to their 
younger crosstalks by the rounds of TPE (Fig. 3D).

To test and expand the significance of the find-
ings that TLR4 is a nodal point of the age-altered 
and TPE-normalized pathway interactions, we ana-
lyzed the age-specific levels of TLR4 gene expression 
in 349 individuals (young [20–29  years] and aged 
[65–75  years]), using data mining of publicly avail-
able datasets [46–54].

TLR4 expression increases with age, in agree-
ment with our proteomics and confirming the signifi-
cance of the long-term attenuation of TLR4 by TPE 
(Fig. 3E).

These data demonstrate that rounds of TPE nor-
malize the interactions between several key pathways, 
which, at their young signaling intensity, are known 
to be responsible for the homeostatic health of mul-
tiple organ systems, including the immune system. 
TLR4 was identified as a potential nodal point of the 
age-specific TPE-balanced signaling crosstalks.

Age and neurological disease–specific clustering of 
systemic proteomes and the reduction of a circulating 
biomarker of neurodegeneration, TDP43, by TPE

Aging is accompanied by various diseases with neu-
rological disorders being a prominent class [55]. The 
blood biomarkers of brain diseases remain unknown, 
but promisingly, the Uniform Manifold Approxima-
tion and Projection (UMAP) analysis of our com-
parative blood proteomics defined distinct clustering 
of old people with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and 
AD-related diseases (ADRDs), as compared to the 
healthy age-matched and younger cohorts (Fig.  4A 
and Supplementary Table  1). In agreement with the 
data on rejuvenation of the systemic proteome which 
we described above, the rounds of TPE moved the 
old blood proteome cluster of this AD/ADRD dataset 
toward the younger age cohort (Fig. 4A). Further sub-
stantiating the robustness of our results, the healthy 
old proteome of the age-matched controls of the AD/
ADRD samples clustered close to the pre-TPE pro-
teome, an independent dataset of healthy old blood 
donors (Fig. 4A).

Considering these observations, we decided to 
analyze systemic levels of TDP43, which is the trig-
ger of several neurological pathologies and becomes 
increased in the blood of patients with ALS, Parkin-
son’s disease (PD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), 
and AD [56–61].

We analyzed the levels of this protein in young, 
old, pre-TPE, and after TPE serum samples. Interest-
ingly, a TDP43-specific enzyme-linked immunosorb-
ent assay (ELISA) demonstrated a robust age-specific 
increase in this determinant of neurological diseases 
in the serum of old, relatively healthy adults, as com-
pared to the young cohort (Fig.  4B). Moreover, the 
longitudinal studies on the plasma before vs. after the 
rounds of TPE demonstrated that systemic TDP43 
was stably attenuated by plasmapheresis (Fig.  4C). 
Notably, the overall levels of TDP43 in older adults 
were not just transiently diluted by the procedure, 
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which is expected, but remained lower for at least a 
month after TPE (Fig. 4C).

These results suggest that the selected proteins 
enable the identification of AD/ADRD through 
UMAP analysis of blood plasma and confirm that 
TPE promotes a younger systemic proteome. Addi-
tionally, we show that TPE stably attenuates a known 
biomarker of neurological diseases, TDP43.

A novel biomarker of protein level noise provides a 
direct molecular measurement of human biological 
age and shows that it is reduced by TPE

Biological noise is the variation of a given biologi-
cal parameter in an otherwise assumed constant or 
steady state. Several papers suggest that biological 
noise increases with age [62, 63], and noise of gene 
expression and protein levels is an independent age-
related parameter that is relatively less studied, as 
compared with total levels of the genes, proteins, 
and other cellular and tissue metrics. An unmet need 
remains in identifying reliable molecular biomarkers 
that allow measuring biological age, in contrast to 
predicting it by data selection and adjustment, such 
as machine learning models of population statistics. 
We approached this problem by comparing not just 
young vs. old samples, as typically done, but also the 
rejuvenated cohort, and moreover, in the longitudinal 
studies of the same older individuals whose blood 

compartments became more like those of young 
people after TPE, based on the cellular and humoral 
blood assays.

To test if not just the protein levels but also their 
noise became more youthful through TPE, we com-
pared the standard deviations (SDs) of protein levels, 
using our comparative proteomics datasets: the con-
trol young and old cohorts, round 0 vs. the last round 
of TPE, and of the old cohort with the cognitive dis-
orders (progressive AD and ADRD). As the measure-
ment uncertainty is similar between populations, any 
change in SD should reflect biological variation; here, 
biological variation is the levels of protein expression. 
A change in this variation could mean many things, 
from a loss of transcription regulation to stochastic-
ity in protein quality checking to changes in turnover, 
but the end result is that protein levels are either more 
heavily controlled for lower SD or less heavily con-
trolled for a greater SD.

To find statistically significant changes in bio-
logical noise, we looked at the difference in variance 
with Levene’s test. Levene’s test has various possible 
shortcomings in both power and significance when 
dealing with small sample sizes and asymmetric dis-
tributions [64]. To deal with this, we increased sig-
nificance through the Benjamini–Hochberg proce-
dure, selecting only proteins with significant changes 
in multiple populations and selecting proteins with 
other measures of substantial change in variance, 

Fig. 4  Age and dementia–specific blood proteome cluster-
ing and reduction of blood TDP43 by TPE. A Distinct UMAP 
clustering of the 72 proteins that differ between Y and O, for 
the six age and disease groups showing that the population of 
the R0 is close to the old group. However, the R last cluster is 
closer to the middle-aged group. B Circulating TDP43 levels 

are higher in old than in young individuals (12,024 ± 399 vs. 
7732 ± 346.8). Values are mean picograms/milliliters ± SEM. 
C TDP43 levels diminished right after TPE (R1: 0.99 ± 0.01 
vs. 0.66 ± 0.03, R2: 0.82 ± 0.04 vs. 0.58 ± 0.04) and remained 
significantly low for 1 month until the next round (0.99 ± 0.01 
vs. 0.82 ± 0.04). **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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albeit only larger sample size ultimately increases 
power. We found only 6 proteins showing increased 
SD in the young-to-old transition and decreased SD 

in the pre-to-after TPE transition: TRAIL R1, IL-16, 
TIMP-1, IL-15R alpha, CD27, and APJ (Fig.  5A). 
Interestingly, when we considered proteins which 
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were significantly different in their SD between the 
healthy old and the old with cognitive disease and 
between the healthy young and healthy old, there 
were just 4 such proteins: Smad5, uPAR, FADD, and 
TGFBR1 (Fig. 5B). Namely for these 4 proteins, the 
SD increased in a young-to-old transition and in an 
old-to-disease transition but decreased in the R0-to-
Rlast TPE transition (Fig. 5B).

We next profiled the proteins which had not just 
a statistically significant change in the young-to-old 
transition, but also had a substantial change (greater 
than fivefold) in SD with TPE. We found 5 such pro-
teins: APJ, TNFRSF27, uPAR, CCL25, and TGFBR2 
(Fig.  5C). Very interestingly, when the field was 

further narrowed to only those proteins which also 
have significant SD changes in the healthy-to-dis-
ease transition, there was only one protein showing 
increased SD in young-to-old transition and old-to-
disease transition, but decreased SD in pre-to-post-
TPE transition, uPAR (Fig.  5D). And for this best 
noise detector protein, the middle-aged individu-
als lay right between the young and old individuals 
(Fig. 5D).

To confirm and extrapolate the significance of the 
identified protein determinants of age-related bio-
logical noise, their mRNA expression was analyzed 
in 349 individuals from publicly available datasets 
[46–54]. Interestingly and in agreement with our 
comparative proteomics data, the mean SD values, 
e.g., the noise, of all these genes increased with age, 
albeit to a different degree for the different transcripts 
(Fig. 5E).

Their mRNA levels were also age-elevated 
(Fig.  3E [for TLR4] and Supplementary Fig.  9 [for 
other transcripts]). These results agree with the pro-
teomics data and expand the significance of TLR4 as 
a nodal point of the age-altered, signal transduction 
networks (Fig. 3B, C).

Supplementary Fig.  10 arranges the data by the 
size of SD of protein levels in a healthy popula-
tion, which gives further credence to the idea that 
the changes in SD are the consequence of the age/
disease-imposed biological noise. Namely, the pro-
teins that are most tightly controlled initially were 
also those most likely to have a significant change in 
SD (deregulation) with age and disease. Supplemen-
tary Fig. 10 also shows that TPE is indeed returning 
the SDs to their younger lower states, e.g., the noise 
dampening effects of TPE are manifested more on the 
proteins that become less controlled or noisier with 
age. Of note, there is no uniform change in variance 
in noise with age; instead, those proteins which are 
least controlled change most and vice versa.

Our next goal was to apply the discovered bio-
markers of proteome noise toward a novel measure-
ment of person’s biological age. There is an unmet 
need for unambiguous molecular quantification of 
biological age based on experimentally defined bio-
markers, without machine learning (ML) methods, 
large data statistics, and data adjustments and with 
improved resilience to batch effects [65, 66]. Typical 
ML models are trained on chronological age and pre-
dict chronological age. The connection of a correlate 

Fig. 5  Profiling changes in biological noise using standard 
deviation (SD) among young, old, TPE, and disease cohorts. 
A The change in the SD of the 507 proteins (antibody array 
proteomics) between young and old people and between peo-
ple before TPE and people after TPE, in proteins which had 
a Benjamini–Hochberg procedure false discovery rate of 10% 
regarding the significance of variance changes with age. B The 
change in SD between young and old people, between people 
with a neurodegenerative disorder and healthy people of the 
same age, and between people before and after TPE, in pro-
teins which have significantly different variances in the aging 
and disease comparisons. C The change in SD between young 
and old people and between people before TPE and people 
after TPE, in proteins which had significantly different vari-
ances between age groups and which had their SD change by 
a factor of 5 or greater with TPE treatment. D The change in 
SD between young and old people, between people with a neu-
rodegenerative disorder and healthy people of the same age, 
between people before TPE and people after TPE, and between 
middle-aged and old people, in proteins which have signifi-
cantly different variances in the aging and disease compari-
sons and which had their SD change by a factor of 5 or greater 
with TPE treatment. In each case, significance was determined 
with the mean based Levene’s test. E Comparison of mean 
SDs of the mRNA levels of 8 genes between young and old 
groups, for each SD value of each gene (left), expressed as a 
fold increase of young (right, **p = 0.003). F The change in 
SD of the 5 genes between young and old people, in proteins 
which had a Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (see “Materials 
and methods”) false discovery rate of 10% regarding the sig-
nificance of variance changes with age. G The biological noise 
was calculated using the SD of 10 selected proteins, divided 
by age. The biological noise of 10 proteins increases in the old 
group, compared with the young group. Interestingly, there is 
a clear and significant decrease of protein noise levels after 
rounds of TPE for all noise-detectors. H Plot of biological age 
calculated as the SD of the uncovered noise detectors versus 
chronological age. I The distribution of MCI, based on the 10 
noise biomarkers. J Biological age shifts after repeated TPE 
treatment. Compared to before TPE treatment, all patients 
show a decrease in biological age in the last round of TPE, 
demonstrating significant rejuvenation by TPE

◂
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(DNA methylation, protein levels, etc.) to biology is 
not straightforward, and in fact, the experimental data 
is numerically adjusted (variably for different data 
points) to correlate with the chronological age bet-
ter linearly. Large datasets are used, but each line has 
N = 1 with a lack of verification.

The age-increased and TPE-reduced changes in the 
SD of the 10 protein biomarkers (Fig. 5F) suggested 
the possibility to uncover a natural linearity between 
the chronological age and the biological age, through 
these noise reporters. Although the mean protein 
levels tend to increase with age, variance also often 
increases. Namely, in some old samples, the levels 
will be similar to the young samples, and in other old 
samples, they will be significantly different, which is 
reflected in high SD. To test if the 10 protein biomark-
ers would enable a direct quantification of person’s 
biological age, we calculated the mean of their SDs 
(10-protein noise) and plotted these values vs. chron-
ological age of the young (20–30 years), middle-aged 
(50–60), and old (70 +) individuals (Fig.  5G). Such 
direct analysis yielded a linear measure of biological 
age, which we define as an increase in the 10-protein 
noise (SD) with a Pearson’s R value of 0.7269 and a p 
value of < 0.0001 (Fig. 5G).

Next, we tested if TPE reduces the directly quan-
tified biological age and if brain dysfunction (mild 
cognitive impairment, MCI) increases the biological 
age of chronologically similar people. As shown in 
Fig.  5H, based on the 10-protein noise, the biologi-
cal age of people with MCI was increased by over 
50 years (the average of biological age = 130.9 years), 
while the biological age of 40–70 + individuals 
became reduced by decades after multiple rounds of 
TPE (Fig. 5I). The additional analysis of the relative 
biological noise age via TPE treatment demonstrated 
that it becomes reduced more sharply in individuals 
aged 60–70 + years, as compared to people who are 
46–52 years old (Supplementary Fig. 11).

These results establish that person’s biological 
age can be not just predicted from large datasets, but 
directly and accurately measured by the combined 
10-protien noise; these direct quantifications dem-
onstrate a natural linearity of the 10-protein noise 
with chronological age, a reduction of such biologi-
cal age by three rounds of TPE, and an increase by 
MCI. These results additionally suggest that age and 
neurologic disease increase the noise of the systemic 
proteome, most noticeably when looking at uPAR, 

TRAIL R1, IL-16, TIMP-1, IL-15R alpha, CD27, and 
APJ, TNFRSF27, CCL25, and TGFBR2. These con-
clusions are derived from comparative proteomics on 
over 50 samples and are confirmed through the gene 
expression analyses of 349 individuals.

Discussion

This study establishes the self-sufficiency of the 
positive effects of plasma dilution, in the absence 
of young blood or its factors, for stable rejuvena-
tion of humoral and cellular blood compartments in 
people. Specifically, repetitive TPE reduces the age-
imposed skewing toward myeloid PBMC markers, 
which is closely linked to inflammaging [11, 26, 27] 
and restores the balance of lymphoid cell markers to 
the old PBMCs. TPE simultaneously ameliorates the 
hallmark pathophysiological changes, such as oxida-
tive DNA damage, senescence, systemic markers of 
cancer pathways, and neurodegeneration-related cir-
culating TDP43.

Moreover, comparing not just the young and old 
samples, but those who were longitudinally treated 
and rejuvenated, allowed us to uncover 10 novel 
protein biomarkers that report biological noise and 
enable the direct measurement of biological age. 
The natural linearity of biological age is remarkable 
and the biological significance of the 10 novel pro-
tein biomarkers is known: they become noisy with 
age and MCI and less noisy after a treatment that 
promotes broad rejuvenation of humoral and cellular 
blood compartments in people. Future studies will 
delineate the mechanisms by which these 10 proteins 
become deregulated with age and how this affects 
cells and tissues. While overall multiparametric bio-
logical age of an organism is expected to be different 
from that of the humoral and cellular blood compart-
ments, rejuvenation of the blood is expected to mani-
fest in many organ systems. As expected, many other 
proteins did not show an age-related increase in their 
SD and some showed an age-imposed decline in the 
SD, which might indicate lower complexities of old 
tissues and would be interesting to address in future 
work.

In this study, we found that proteomic noise 
increases with age and discovered candidates for spe-
cific biomarkers for aging and disease through their 
high variability. In support of the robustness of our 
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conclusions, our comparative proteomics fits well 
with independent large gene expression datasets and 
is consistent with the notion that biological noise 
increases with age [62, 63, 67]. Interestingly, the pro-
teins with the highest SD became the most controlled 
proteins after TPE treatment, becoming the lowest-
noise cohort. Summarily, our results suggest that TPE 
facilitates the reduction of age-imposed biological 
noise, and this effect may be related to immune sys-
tem, inflammatory response, and the various cellular 
pathways that we delineated above. Additionally, the 
10-biomarker noise quantification and UMAP distin-
guish between people who are healthy vs. those who 
have AD/ADRD and show promise for definitive 
blood biomarkers of brain diseases.

Some of the phenomena studied here are linked; 
for example, DNA damage [24, 25] affects not only 
cell health but also cell fate, leading to a loss of tis-
sue homeostasis, chronic inflammation, and other 
dysfunctions [24, 68]. In particular, immune cells 
with damaged DNA interfere with productive 
immune responses and with the homeostatic immu-
nity–inflammation axis and cause inflammaging [69]. 
The cell fate changes during hematopoiesis trigger 
lymphoid/myeloid skewing and result in inefficient 
immunity [4, 69, 70]. When the immunity–inflamma-
tion axis is imbalanced, autoimmune diseases, neu-
rodegenerative diseases, or cancer have higher risks 
[29, 71, 72]. Thus, the younger lymphoid/myeloid 
balance that is promoted by TPE in aged PBMCs and 
the lower DNA damage and senescence observed in 
these cells might be linked or synergistic; all have 
implications for improving immune responses and 
avoiding or attenuating age-related flares of infections 
and cancers.

In agreement with an age-imposed increase in 
cancers [73], our data shows that the levels of many 
cancer-related proteins were high in the aged blood 
before TPE. Although some tumor suppressors were 
identified by the KEGG analysis of our comparative 
proteomics, e.g., TIMP3 and SMAD4 [74, 75], most 
proteins of the cancer group in our dataset were onco-
genic. For example, SDF-1 is expressed in various 
cancers, such as ovarian cancer, breast cancer, thyroid 
cancer, and lung cancer [76–79], and contributes to 
metastasis [76]. TGF-alpha plays an important role in 
promoting carcinogenesis and progression of malig-
nancy [80, 81]. The expression of KDR contributes 
to cancer development through vascularity and is 

associated with metastasis in colon and breast cancers 
[82, 83]. Notably, the age-increased cancer-related 
factors including the above proteins were downregu-
lated after the rounds of TPE. The PPI network analy-
sis with cancer-related terms defined six proteins: 
TGFBR2, TGF-alpha, FGF21, SMAD4, TGFBR1, 
and FZD3, most of which are involved in tumor 
development [84–86]. Moreover, in profiling the 
PBMCs, we found that the tumor suppressors p21 and 
p53 were increased by TPE, but there was no change 
in the expression of the oncogene c-Myc. Overall, 
these data suggest that TPE might overall decrease 
the propensity for cancer.

The mechanism of the rejuvenating effects of 
repetitive TPE is suggested by the results of the lon-
gitudinal comparative proteomics, which identifies 
the key interactive signaling crosstalks and TLR4 
as their node. Moreover, gene expression analy-
sis of the larger datasets confirms that the levels of 
TLR4 increase with age, emphasizing the signifi-
cance of its TPE-related attenuation. TLR4 partici-
pates in the production of inflammatory cytokines 
through NF-KB signaling [87], but has many other 
pleiotropic activities [87–89], and the expression 
of TLR4 is elevated in the aged brain, which might 
contribute to the development of neurodegenerative 
disorders [90]. The effects of the age-specific path-
ways on tissue maintenance and repair, senescence, 
apoptosis, DNA repair, and cell fate determinations 
in the blood lineages are well known [40, 91–100], 
and we show that this pivotal network is reset by TPE 
to a younger state. Of note, each of the age-specific 
TPE-influenced pathways is morphogenic and multi-
functional and exerts different effects based on their 
intensity and the overall signaling landscape. Thus, it 
is important that our study identified the specific pro-
teins belonging to these terms that were deregulated 
in the aged blood and became gradually yet stably 
normalized by the rounds of TPE, in correlation with 
the rejuvenated PBMCs.

TPE was tested for treating the AD, as the patho-
genic amyloid-β (Aβ) peptides circulate in the blood 
and bind to serum albumin [101], and removing this 
peripheral Aβ peptides might allow more brain Aβ 
peptides to be cleared to the blood. While no statisti-
cal significance was found, there was a trend in delay-
ing the progression of early AD through TPE [102]. 
However, the mechanistic connection between TPE 
and neurological diseases is largely unexplored [103] 
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in general, or in relation to the diminished brain fog 
of long COVID-19 [21, 22, 104].

In the current work, we show that TDP43 is ele-
vated in the serum of relatively healthy older adults 
and is stably attenuated by the rounds of TPE. 
These data add to previously published reports that 
TDP43 is a key trigger of various neurological dis-
eases [105] and becomes elevated in the cerebrospi-
nal fluid and plasma of patients with age-associated 

neurodegenerative disorders [60, 61, 106]. Attenu-
ation of TDP43 by rounds of TPE in undiagnosed 
adults additionally suggests a preventive capacity 
against age-associated neurological diseases.

The graphic summary of our findings is provided 
in Fig.  6. Of note, we studied not the immediate 
result of the physical plasma dilution, but the lasting 
effects from one procedure to another and through 
the rounds of TPE, spanning up to 12  months, 

Fig. 6  The effect of repetitive TPE on aged blood. Aged 
blood has the characteristics of chronic inflammation (inflam-
maging), increased PBMC DNA damage and senescence, and 
immune deregulation, all changes that promote the high risk of 
diseases. TPE resets the systemic milieu to a younger state by 
rapidly and significantly diluting the age-elevated inhibitors of 
the canonical signaling pathways that regulate tissue mainte-
nance and repair. The immediate effect is reduction of inflam-

mation, and the subsequent effects are improvement in cellular 
and molecular homeostasis from calibrated cell–cell signal-
ing crosstalks and reduction of biological noise that is defined 
in this study. Longitudinal studies allowed us to reveal novel 
broadly rejuvenative aspects of this seemingly simple proce-
dure and to derive statistically significant conclusions with less 
samples than those needed in bulk comparisons. Created with 
BioRender.com
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e.g., the stable rejuvenation of the human blood 
compartments.

Materials and methods

TPE

TPE was performed as described [20, 21], using cen-
trifugal blood cell separator (Spectra Optia; Terumo 
BCT, Lakewood, CO, USA). One plasma volume 
was removed and replaced with 5% albumin. Each 
procedure was followed by infusion of 2 g, 10% intra-
venous immunoglobulin G (IVIG) (Octagam 10%; 
Octapharma, Hoboken, NJ, USA).

Serum, plasma, and PBMC isolation

Whole blood (Supplementary Table  1, which shows 
the ages and genders of all subjects of these stud-
ies) was collected using immediately before (pre) or 
after (post) TPE procedure in the clinic [20]. Then, 
whole blood in a serum separation tube (02–683-96, 
BD) was transported to the laboratory within 1–2  h 
at 4  °C. Before collecting, the tube was warmed in 
a 37  °C water bath for 10 min and then centrifuged 
at 510 RCF for 30  min, and serum was collected 
and then stored at − 80 °C until use. For plasma and 
PBMCs, 8 ml whole blood was added on top of 3 ml 
Histopaque (1077, MilliporeSigma) in a 15-ml tube 
and was centrifuged at 510 RCF for 30  min. After 
that, whole blood with Histopaque was separated 
several layers. Plasma was collected and aliquoted 
until use. Plasma was then stored at − 80 °C. PBMCs 
were collected directly from between Histopaque and 
plasma layers, then washed twice with PBS.

Real-time polymerase chain reaction

Total RNA was extracted from PBMC using the 
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and the SuperScript III 
First‐Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) was used 
to synthesize cDNA according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Real‐time polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) was performed on a Bio‐Rad iQ5 real‐time 
PCR machine. The primers used for PCR are listed in 
Table 1 [107–115].

ELISA

ELISA was analyzed for 8-OHdG (IT7974, 
G-Biosciences), C3 (ab108822, Abcam), and C1q 
(ab170246, Abcam), and the sample dilution was 
performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol 
(1:800 or 1:100,000). The stained plate was read at 
450 nm as well as 570 nm, and each sample was run 
in triplicate on a SpectraMax iD3 Multi‐Mode Micro-
plate Reader.

Antibody array

Serum samples from whole blood were analyzed on a 
human L507 antibody capture array (AAH-BLG-1–4, 
RayBiotech), processed according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. The array slides were imaged by a 
Molecular Devices 4000b scanner, and data were cal-
culated by GenePix. Array normalization was by the 
built-in positive and negative controls.

Bioinformatics analysis

The gene ID of differently regulated proteins was 
performed using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 
(version 6.8, https:// david. ncifc rf. gov), as well as 
the GO analysis of the differential proteins based on 
the BP, molecular function (MF), and cellular com-
ponent (CC), and KEGG pathway. Heat maps were 
performed with ClustVis [116]. String was used for 
presenting PPIs and key proteins [44].

Analysis of protein SD

All analyses of protein SD change were done from the 
antibody array data after normalization of the values 
by the internal positive and negative controls, using 
python, specifically the scipy.stats library. For this 
analysis, the significance of SD changes between popu-
lations first had to be gauged. This was done with Lev-
ene’s test. Levene’s test is used to test the null hypoth-
esis that the variance of population 1 is equal to the 
variance of population 2. This test is rigorous against 
type 1 error for normal and non-normal distributions, 
but is only rigorous against type 1 errors when test-
ing on symmetric distributions [62]. The distribution 
of protein expression in each of our populations is not 
known, so we cannot claim with full confidence that our 
analysis is resistant to type 1 error. It would have been 

https://david.ncifcrf.gov
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preferential to use the generally more rigorous median 
and 20% trimmed mean Brown–Forsythe tests, but 
these tests suffer from extremely low power when deal-
ing with small sample sizes as we have here [117]. To 
add more rigor against type 1 error, we only considered 
proteins which passed tests for significance in more 
than one comparison or which passed another test for 
type 1 error such as BH or a proxy for significance such 
as having a substantial SD change. We only compared 
paired observations for which Levene’s test is valid. 
From the library obtained through Levene’s test analy-
sis, we selected nine proteins with greater SD in the 
old group than in the young group and one additional 
protein (TLR4) was selected through ontology and PPI 
analyses. To calculate the biological age, we quanti-
fied the mean of the SDs of the 10 proteins and plot-
ted these values vs. chronological age; the trendline and 
Pearson’s R between the noise and chronological age 
were calculated by GraphPad Prism software version 

9 (linear regression analysis). Then, the biological age 
was calculated using the equation of the trendline.

Gene expression profiling and availability

The gene expression datasets can be found on the 
Gene Expression Omnibus website under the fol-
lowing accession numbers: GSE362, GSE674, 
GSE58015, GSE32719, GSE38718, GSE9103, 
GSE25941, GSE53890, GSE21779, GSE28422, 
and GSE28392. We used only young (20–29-year-
old) and aged (65–75-year-old) cohorts (TLR4: 
Nyoung = 181 and Nold = 168, CCL25: Nyoung = 181 and 
Nold = 168, IL-6: Nyoung = 181 and Nold = 168, TGBR1: 
Nyoung = 144 and Nold = 156, TGBR2: Nyoung = 183 and 
Nold = 158, uPAR: Nyoung = 165 and Nold = 163, FADD: 
Nyoung = 176 and Nold = 187, APJ: Nyoung = 104 and 
Nold = 153).

Table 1  Primer sequences 
for real-time polymerase 
chain reaction

Group Gene name Sequence

T cells CD3 Forward GAT GCA GTC GGG CAC TCA CT
Reverse CAT TAC CAT CTT GCC CCC AA

Helper T cells CD4 Forward GCC AAC CCA AGT GAC TCT GT
Reverse TCT CCT GGA CCA CTC CAT TC

Cytotoxic T cells CD8 Forward ACT TGT GGG GTC CTT CTC CT
Reverse GTC TCC CGA TTT GAC CAC AG

NK cells CD94 Forward GAG CCA GCA TTT ACT CCA GGAC 
Reverse GCA CAG AGA TGC CGA CTT TCGT 

B cells B220 Forward ACA GCC AGC ACC TTT CCT AC
Reverse GTG CAG GTA AGG CAG CAG A

CD19 Forward AAG GGG CCT AAG TCA TTG CT
Reverse CAG CAG CCA GTG CCA TAG TA

Myeloid cells CD11b Forward CAG CCT TTG ACC TTA TGT CATGG 
Reverse CCT GTG CTG TAG TCG CAC T

CD68 Forward GCT ACA TGG CGG TGG AGT ACAA 
Reverse ATG ATG AGA GGC AGC AAG ATGG 

Oncogene c-Myc Forward ACC ACC AGC AGC GAC TCT GA
Reverse TGC CTC TTC TCC ACA GAC ACC 

Tumor suppressor P21 Forward GGA AGA CCA TGT GGA CCT GT
Reverse GGC GTT TGG AGT GGT AGA AA

Tumor suppressor P53 Forward AGG CCT TGG AAC TCA AGG AT
Reverse TGA GTC AGG CCC TTC TGT CT

Senescence P16 Forward TGA GCA CTC ACG CCC TAA GC
Reverse TAG CAG TGT GAC TCA AGA GAA GCC 

Housekeeping β-Actin Forward TGA AGT GTG ACG TGG ACA TC
Reverse GGA GGA GCA ATG ATC TTG AT
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Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad 
Prism software version 9. All values are expressed as 
means ± SEM for independent experiments or SD for 
replicates. To determine the significance of differences 
among groups, comparisons were made using Student’s 
t test. The p < 0.05 was considered significant.
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